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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

 

20 April   Point to Point  
   Higham 

18 May Hadleigh Show    
   Holbecks Park 

22 June  Clay Shoot  
 (joint event with HFAA)   
   Chelsworth Park 

13 July Tendring Show   
   Lawford Park 

14 July Family Dog Show   
   Kennels 

August Hunt Ride 

October  Hunting Clinic 

October Opening Meet Supper 

December  Carol Service 

 

THE HUNT SUPPORTER 
Another year has flown by and here we are again contemplating the end 
of the hunting season and our point-to-point at Higham on Easter Satur-
day.  The weather has been a challenge for our sport but also for some of 
the activities organised by HSC.  Sadly we had to cancel the Hunt Ride in 
August as the ground was so hard.  Who knows what the weather holds 
for the next year, but judging by the very warm February days we are ex-
periencing as I write this article it’s anyone’s guess. 
 
The Hunt Supporters Club thrives from the generosity of people who are 
happy to host events on their land, but as importantly, it cannot function 
without the help we get from committee members and others who happily 
give up their free time to help at events.  Generally it’s the same small 
group of people who do the lion’s share of the work.  We all have busy 
lives these days, so its difficult to find people prepared to help.  If  you are 
reading this and thinking that you could play a part with HSC, even if on-
ly a small one, please get in contact with me or our Secretary Deborah 
Langdon-Giles. 
 
We are planning our usual line up of events this year.  There will be an 
HSC presence at Higham Point-to-Point as well as at Hadleigh and Ten-
dring Shows.  On 22nd June we are holding a joint Clay Shoot with Had-
leigh Farmers at Chelsworth Park.  There will be a competition for cash 
and other prizes and a flush for those wanting to experience the blood 
rush of a simulated driven game shoot. We will also be organising the tra-
ditional Opening Meet Supper in late October.  Recently Daniella Bruce 
joined the committee to takeover HSC merchandise.  She has re-vitalised 
our range of clothing and other goods.  This will be on sale at Higham and 
the agricultural shows as well as on the hunting field.  Please ask if you 
would like more information. 
 
Finally, thank you to everyone who has helped us in the last year.  It is 
very much appreciated.  
    Stephen Barr,  

     Chairman of the Essex and Suffolk Hunt Supporters Club 
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Mowbray   
Grettle    
Gomez      
Hardy 
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The Tail Behind The Horse 
MAJESTIC ANTHEM/GEORGE/ CHINESE TAKEAWAY 

Registered as Majestic Anthem, known at home as George (after the Joyce Grenfell 
character George “Don’t do that!”) and to most in the hunting field as Chinese Takea-
way, this horse was bred by Darley in Australia in 2009. His sire is Dubawi and his 
dam Drop Dead Gorgeous. As a yearling he was sold for $1 million (Aus), gelded, 
branded on both shoulders and shipped to Hong Kong where he spent the next 5 years 
living in a high rise stable block and racing. Over those five years he had 40 starts win-
ing 6, 2nd 3 times and 3rd twice.  During this time he won $5,899,250 (Aus) and was 
champion horse in Hong Kong in 2014. 

He had his last race on 27th December 2016 by which time he was past his best. Nor-
mally Hong Kong racehorses are either put down at the end of their career or sent to 
riding schools in China. Although there is now an initiative by the Hong Kong Jockey 
Club to rehome horses and George’s Chinese owners felt that they owed him a life. 
They had some English friends and through Face book (effectively friends of friends) 
he came to my attention in January 2017. He fitted the bill for one of my horses (a 
smart little brown job!) and Claire, who helps me, needed a summer project. A little 
investigation found him to have a nice character and likely suitable for retraining. The 
English friends of the owners came to check us out and I agreed to have him on the 
condition that if I could not retrain him he would be put down.   

       Continued on page 3 
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Continued from Page 2  

We then waited with mounting trepidation as we heard ever increasing horror stories of people who had tried to rehome 
Hong Kong horses before. Apparently they come with lots of “baggage” caused by their life there. He spent two months in 
quarantine in Hong Kong before waiting for a spare place in an air freight crate to become available. On 6th April he was 
flown from Hong Kong to Amsterdam with a stopover in Dubai (they were not allowed off here) and then collected by the 
BBA arriving here on the 7th in a pantechnicon of a lorry. Off wobbled a very poor looking horse. 

My other horses were already out for the summer and I want-
ed to keep him separate just in case he was infected with any-
thing so we put him in a stable where he “hugged” the parti-
tion wall for comfort. Then started the process of teaching 
him to be a horse again: He was not used to open spaces or 
even eating grass. We hand grazed him everyday to start with 
and scythed huge amounts of grass being his only feed to lit-
erally force him to eat. When he got used to eating grass we 
had to get him used to open spaces by creating electric fence 
stable sized pens in the small paddocks and then gradually 
enlarging them as and when he could cope. 

During this time we went right back to basics and taught him 
to lunge and long rein so that he could get used to our voices 
(we did not know what language he spoke) and meet the de-
lights of the Essex countryside. Then came the day about 6 
weeks later when we were ready to get on and it is then when 
your children become handy: Alexander was legged up. 
George was as good as gold and we soon discovered that he 
could walk for England. Those of you who met him then will 
recall that he was like the proverbial hat rack and I could not 
get any weight on him. In fact he was so thin that we worried 
about taking him out in public. We spent many weeks walking 
him around the quiet country lanes introducing him to any-
thing that we could find whilst hoping no one saw us and re-
ported us to the authorities. I took masses of advice on 
feedstuffs, gut balancers, ulcer medication you name it until 
one day Mary Thornley said “drop everything, feed him only 
grass and let nature mend” It took over a year but he has now 
put on weight and looks great. 

Having done the groundwork, spent many hours in the school 
learning how to trot in an outline, go round corners, go up the 
centre line halt and then proceed in an outline. Having dis-
covered that he was very good in traffic and not afraid of bird 
scarers – maybe an upside of the Hong Kong razzmatazz? It 
was time to start teaching him to jump. I have always been an 
advocate of loose schooling first so with this in mind we hired 
Natalie Smith’s indoor school built a small track and tried to 
loose school him over the jumps with only very limited suc-
cess. In his mind jumps and corners were barriers where you 
stopped. Look at the videos from Hong Kong and at the end 
of every track is a boarded channel painted with hazard mark-
ings just like fillers. So it was then over to the skills of Jona-
than Allison to continue the task from on board. Starting with 
poles, grids and very slowly onwards and upwards. There are 
still times when he forgets that you have to jump and crashes 
through them as Louisa will tell you when jumping round 
Semer. This is still work in progress. 

Shortly after starting the jumping tuition it was also the start 
of Autumn hunting and he was out for the first meet at Brightlingsea with Claire up and me as a nanny on Chester. No wor-
ries he took to hunting like a duck to water and although we made sure that we did five quick mornings of only walking and 
keeping a fair distance he has loved every moment since. Due to his lack of condition and very thin skin he was sparsely used 
last year but did manage to feature in Horse & Hound for Dad’s 70 years of hunting celebrations. He also had to field master 
with me on 2 occasions. 

2018/19 has seen him as one of the yard, pulling his weight by conveying whatever young are home and field mastering for 
me. He has proved to be an awesome ditch jumper and did not flinch when asked to lead the field across a small foot bridge 
this year. He is also happy to go off on his own, stand on point, lay the trail or video the antis. However, when back in the 
field he is almost impossible to hold, he puts his head down weaves nimbly through the other horses and does not stop until 
he is in the clear. Sorry everyone! 

        Bridget Chamberlain 

HONG KONG SUPERSTAR TO FIELD MASTER’S HORSE 
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Smart hounds in the kennels win a second Peterborough Rosette in two years!  

 

Which brings us on to the hunting 
season. To be honest the start of this 
season was a bit of a huntsman’s 
nightmare! The conditions made for 
pretty much zero scent for the first 
few months which made it very 
difficult to get the young hounds 
interested in what was going on. 
During February and March though 
things really did pick up. The hounds 
trying hard in the heat early on really 
paid off and we had some cracking 
days where we found it hard to keep 
up with them. It was very pleasing to 
see them go as well as they did.   

 I am both happy and sad to say that 
on May 1st I will be moving on to 
hunt the Brocklesby. It was a very 
hard decision to make, but Lou and I 
are really looking forward to the 
challenge of the next chapter in our 
life. I am delighted that Hartley is 
coming with me to act as 1st whipper 
in.   

 

I have had a great 5 seasons here, 
made some good friends and had 
some great sport. Watching the 
hounds grow into the pack we have 
now has been the most rewarding 
thing I have done. They are a 
cracking pack that I would take 
anywhere in the country to rival any 
other pack.  

I would like to thank everyone at the 
Essex and Suffolk for their support 
over the 5 seasons and I wish you all 
good hunting next season. A 
particular thanks to all the 
landowners who have allowed myself 
and the hounds on their land.  

    

 Joe Tesseyman 

THE HUNTSMAN’S REPORT 

This season saw us have a shake up 
with staff at the kennels as we wel-
comed Hartley as Whipper in, An-
nabel as groom and Rachel as 2nd 
groom. They all settled in well, 
proving early on they are all keen 
and hardworking people. Everyone 
soon bonded as a team and it has 
been a really great environment up 
at the kennels this season. We pa-
raded hounds at our usual 3 shows 
Hadleigh, Suffolk and Tendring and 
also took hounds to show at Blaston 
and Peterborough. Unfortunately 
no luck at Blaston but we managed 
to get a 4th at Peterborough in the 
unentered dog class with Governor, 
walked by the Buckle family.  This 
was our second Peterborough ro-
sette in two years so things are 
looking up! Thank you to everyone  

 

who came and supported us and the 
hounds at these shows. We had a 
lovely puppy show where despite 
the heat the puppies showed well 
and it was a lovely afternoon. We 
have had lots of puppies around the 
place this summer, we used 2 dogs 
from the Wynnstay and 2 from the 
Holderness which is carrying on the 
Old English breeding route that 
seems to be working well in our 
pack. I wanted to use this breeding 
to improve the packs drive and in-
dependence which I think is coming 
along well. So we have lots of very 
smart hounds at the kennels at the 
moment ready for next season.  

A massive thank you to everyone 
who has walked hounds for us over 
the years, you all do a fantastic job 
and we are  very grateful.  
 

 
 
 
. 

  Difficult scenting conditions at the start of the season, but we 
saw some lovely hound work and enjoyable days in   
December 

Photos this page: Mark Riley 

Modesty, Gomez  and Wagtail 
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2018 was an extraordinary year with the loss of a former Master,  
a former Chairman and a former Hunt Secretary along with 
several other good friends of the Essex and Suffolk. 
 
As mentioned in the last newsletter Sir William Aldous died in 
March 2018.  Willie was Master 1970-1976, a former Vice Chairman, 
and current Hound Trustee, a true hunting man.  His experience and 
support are missed by all his many friends in the Essex and Suffolk.     
 
Then two months after Willie, David Allerton died suddenly.  David  
had been a kind, sympathetic but scrupulously fair Hunt Secretary from 
1980 to 2006, firstly with Juliet 1980-1994, then with Ian Finch to 
2005 and finally handing over to Sally Greenlees.  David was a 
meticulous Hunt Trustee with an intimate knowledge of the kennel 
drains!!  He loved his hunting with wonderful horses such as Archie 
and Hilly who looked after him so well.  For many years he would take a 
horse down for a hunting holiday on Exmoor  where on a non-hunting 

rest day he would visit 
his favourite bookshop 
to add to his extensive  
collection of hunting books. 
 
More recently Gerald Knox, 7th Earl of Ranfurly, died in  
December.  Gerald was, in Rosemary’s words, “not the most natural 
horseman”.  He took over the ride on Genghis Khan from one of his 
sons and at Ann Nott’s suggestion started hunting; Genghis was a 
terrific success, as was his second horse, Peter.  Gerald was Hunt 
Chairman 1990-96 taking over from Barney Ward – a hard act to 
follow but Gerald rose to the task! 
 
Keen bicycle follower Graham Wagstaff died in March – a  
familiar sight down in Essex with his walrus moustache, a most  
courteous fellow. 
 
Caroline Noton died in June; her daughter Hetty had been a keen 
hunting girl and Caroline followed regularly in the car while they                             

   were living in Birch. 
 
We also lost several supportive farmers and landowners during 
2018: 

 
 Michael Tollemache who used to 
host a splendid lawn meet at Offton 
died in March 2018.  Chris Heseltine 
and Anne Cowlin both from 
Assington died during the year.  Anne 
had wanted to host a meet before she 
died but sadly the meet arranged for 
Assington Mill in 2018 had to be 
cancelled; fortunately we were able to 
meet there in her honour in 2019.  That 
neck of the woods also saw the loss of 
Peregrine Simpson in January 2019.  
He was the nephew of keen hunting 
lady Hope  Chamen from Corn Hall, 
Bures.  Supportive farmer Fred Pratt 
from Naughton died during the year 
and most recently Giles and Anthea 
Langton from Great Wenham.  Anthea 
dying just a few days after Giles. 
 
As always we send our condolences to 
all their families.  The world is a poorer 

place without them.               
  Jill Taylor 
 

 
 

  

David  Allerton 

Gerald Knox,  Earl of Ranfurly 

Sir William Aldous with daughter Nicola 
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ANGUS BANCROFT CONSULTS HIS HUNTING  DIARY 

Whatever prompted a love of 
hunting in me I cannot think—
there is no family connection; but 
at prep. school in Kesgrave (now 
Milsoms) I liked nothing better 
than an afternoon with a spade, 
the school dog Drake, some nets, a 
few polecats and some like-
minded scholars. We were turned 
loose in our boiler suits and only 
had to return when the ships bell 
sounded outside the front door. 
However by the time I got to 
university I was a keen beagler and 
went out at least every Saturday. A 
group of us had an old car and 
when it broke we bought a new 
one—price £10--£15. There was no 
MOT in those days and the most 
terrible wrecks wandered the 
highways. I remember Hugh 
Tempest Radford borrowing the 
group car to see his girl friend (later 
wife) Kate Ten Bos in London—the 
1936 Ford came back with a damaged mudguard. Hugh said it had shied into the middle of the road when he put the 
brakes on, which it did do as it had rod brakes, next to impossible to set up well. 

One afternoon we had an American  friend (subsequently a Professor of Philosophy and Logic) out with us and he took 
me on one side and asked why people kept shouting “white trash”—I explained that it was actually “ware trash” and was 
intended to stop hounds eating old rabbits or chasing cats or whatever sin had got into their heads. I also told him not 
to worry if he heard a shout of “ware riot”—he was not to imagine himself in the Deep South 

About this time in my life I’d got a new girl friend and naturally I took her beagling. While scrupulously polite, it was 
clear to me that an afternoon’s beagling could go a long way in satisfying her desire for acquaintance with the sport. 
And so it was that I found myself on a middle aged Anglo Arab called Brandy who took me out with the Essex & Suffolk 

and brought me back undamaged. One day 
Brandy felt just like a car which had lost its back 
wheel and I didn’t know what to do—luckily 
Brigadier Gurney was out and explained that he 
had slipped a stifle and he showed me how to 
put it back in by turning him in a very tight 
circle on a short rein. How kind everyone was to 
me. It was at this time that children were 
arriving and my wife Mary was not out with me 
every time I hunted. One day in 1976 I was out 
in Raydon Wood and a gentleman approached 
me and asked if I was Angus Bancroft; it was my 
great friend Richard Wilson whom I had last 
seen in 1952 when we were at prep. school 
together; Richard’s family had been particularly 
kind to me and often took me home for the 
weekend. My own family lived in Lancashire and 
Suffolk      
          seemed a long way away when I 
first became a boarder at six years old! 

I am turning the pages of my hunting diary and 
see that in 1980 children had started riding and that I was hunting with my niece Jane Skepper mounted on Rascal, 
who was rescued off Frinton beach as a yearling by Nancy Backhouse, my mother-in-law. Rascal had the large head 
common to horses that have been starved in infancy—however, he had fallen on his feet and he repaid the family 
without stint and was ridden by nieces Hannah and Rose Haig Thomas, Jane and Johnny Skepper, and my own son 
William. At 12.2hh he was a bit of a handful in the yard and the children led him in a chifney! But he was a real 
performer and would take a “chase me Charley” up to 3’9”. Another wonderful pony we had was Playbox— from a long 
list of owners in the Essex and Suffolk Pony Club and a joy to watch performing. I used to say to  the children that they 
may never in their lives ride a better horse  than Playbox—“la, la yes Dad I’m sure you’re rght”.  
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HUNTING FAMILIES: 

Angus on Bindu,  Will on Sebastian,    Anna on Abbey Rd , Mary on Ariana 

Mark Westwood, Emma Aldous,  unknown lady, Sir William Aldous, Mary, Christopher  Par-
ker, Angus,     Margaret Brightwell, David Allerton. Photo: Stewart  & Beryl Laflin 
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Continued from previous page:    

you’re right”. Early pictures in the family album reveal Anna—about 2 ½ years old—underneath Playbox 
giving him a thorough brushing to keep him tidy; she was always the keen and knowledgeable one of the 
children whereas William was of the “blokes don’t plait, Mum” school. Later on Anna had a good all 
round pony of about 15hh—Abbey Road II.  

I remember Alistair Templeton losing his horse out hunting and instead of re-joining the field it shot off in the other 
direction. Alistair’s horses were bred by the family and their little quirks were savoured by him. I said to Anna to take 
Tobina Scott (now Aldous) and go and fetch it for him. They did not re-join the hunt for about an hour and a half and 
I was a bit tetchy when they returned. Apparently every time they got up to it, off it went again. As they were wreathed 
in smiles and had obviously seen some hard action I got a smile on my face and thanked them profusely; in a tricky 
situation such as that described you need to find a pair of competent teenagers who are willing and able to go a bit—
and they both could! 

At the end of the 1980 season George and Mary Paul took the hounds down 
to the West Country and we had the wettest day I can ever remember on 
Bodmin Moor and utterly blank too. The next day Bridget Paul (now Mrs B. 
Chamberlain, MFH) and I gave our horses a work-out on Bude beach—it was 
the end of the season and the  horses were in grand shape. We finished with 
a busy day from St. Giles in the Wood with the Torrington Farmers. 

In the 80’s the children came out more and more and I see that in 1983 I 
took Hannah Haig Thomas out for a meet at Bluegates—as Mrs Sykes she is 
now Chairman of the Tedworth,  a position she has held for some years. 

In the 1980’s George Paul hunted hounds and also James Barclay and Roger 
Clark. The first day when all four of the family were out together was 14th 
September 1985; William, aged 7, reported his horse Playbox as having 
given a “massive leap” over a ditch which obviously closely resembled an 
arm of the sea. 

Perhaps this is the time to bring in the subject of Arab horses—always a 
delicate one among hunting folk who in general dislike them; we had been 
breeding them since 1975 and so naturally used the product and found them  

well suited to us. In particular we found they were very kind to the children who rode them hunting long before they 
really should have done; but an adult could get a big ride as they really were sports car horses. Just close your calves 
on them and feel the back end lower as you shot forward; give them as many oats as you like to sit on and, to use a 
contemporary phrase, “Enjoy”. 

I finished the mounted part of my hunting life with eight seasons on Wrzos—an Arab stallion born in Poland, broken 
and raced as a 3yo and who won many races there and in UAE when owned by Sheik Ahmed al Maktoum, an uncle of 
Sheik Mohammed, ruler of Dubai. I bought him off Sheik Ahmed when he was going to geld him at the end of his 
racing career. He was very beautiful and stood about 15.1—he carried me out hunting and I was 20% of his weight in 

hunting trim. Although I hadn’t ridden him when I bought him he 
turned out a wonderful horse. I can remember once standing in the 
middle of Raydon by the cab of a cement mixing lorry with its mixer 
“on” helping the driver find his way. I’ve not found many horses who 
would stand by a mixer like that. The first day out hunting was quite 
an adventure (luckily I took a second horse) but after that he was a 
clinker. At the meet I always enjoyed him coming down the ramp 
roaring and people looking at me with a “rather you than I” look on 
their faces. However, this was the only horse I’ve ever had of which I 
could say that I never fell off him unless he himself came down as 
well. He looked like a lion but in fact was a donkey to ride. When we 
retired him  he went to live with Jane van Lennep at Leiston; she kept 
him out with a field shelter and he was used by many breeders when 
he stood at stud, mainly because of his exceptional temperament. He 
was used by Riding for the Disabled and I’m told that he undertook 
seriously disabled riders—that is to say, riders who need 3 assistants 
to help the rider. I remember once when whipping in near Capel St. 
Mary I ran him into an invisible tangle of stock fencing and barbed 
wire; luckily the field were nearby and helped me disentangle him. 
Cherry Grover was Field Master and commented it was amazing how 
calm he was and she had never seen a stallion who would remain so 

                   steady in this sort of situation. 

Our son William grew too large for Arab horses in his early teens, so other characters came on the scene. As is usual 
with young men, dressage is the weakest part of their eventing skills and so I bought a 17.2 horse from Denmark who 
was just not sound enough for the Danes. He was in fact perfectly sound for us and hunted several seasons. He had of 
course never jumped anything but under the very capable eye of Michael Hallows he got to jump a 5’ pole without a 
ground line. Ditches were a different problem but not insoluble; early in his hunting career there was a scene at a 
ditch where the outcome looked unpredictable. This all took place in sight of the field and one could see that some 

thought both were going to die and others that perhaps only one would be taken. But as is often usual in such 
situations, God protects the innocent and in the event William managed to lead the horse out of the ditch and  
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  Wrzos 
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said to me: “I think Robin has learned a valuable lesson”. I didn’t see where this conversation was going 
so made no reply. Suffice to say that William became a good rider and never, unlike so many males, 
used his strength on horses but always went down the road of “don’t worry, we’ll sort it out together”. 
He liked to take everything off his horse after riding and put it in the tack room before grasping Robin’s 
forelock and leading him to his stable. Robin had a complicated brand on one quarter and I always told William it 
was what they put on at the meat packers. As honest and good a horse as one could ever hope for and he polished up 
his master’s dressage like you wouldn’t believe. 

In the 1980’s the children were often out and I see that we had a visit from the West Norfolk foxhounds and had a 
very good day from Newton Green. I was riding another home bred ex Arab racehorse and the diary notes that 
“Solid  Silver put foot in deep hole and turned over”. 

We had some farming friends who we met 
through the Arab Horse Society and we used to 
go down with the horse box and children to camp 
at their farm near Dulverton. I think the children 
did one of the hardest days they will ever do as 
they got up at 3.30am and we went out with the 
harbourer to find the stag the Devon & Somerset 
were hunting that day. We got them home about 
3.30 in the afternoon after a very busy day; for 
some reason I wasn’t out, but it was a day never 
to forget. They were looked after by Guy Thomas-
Everard who was no older than they were but 
who knew the country; he rode a pony called 
Splash who galloped just as fast over rock as he 
did over grass. 

I was able to achieve an ambition; Reggie 
Braybrooke was one of the more senior members 
of the field when I started hunting, and I finally 
found out what he carried in his hunting flask. It 
looked a devilish concoction and only after a 
number of years did I feel of sufficient weight in 
the hunt to bring up the subject. I had always 
refused his generous offers of a swig but I did 
have an urge to know the answer. Reggie told 
me: “It’s pure whiskey with just enough milk in it 
to make it appear grossly unpalatable to anybody 

to whom I offer a drink”. I remember he rode a Russian bred horse with a brand under its mane. 

Another really good day was from the Dukes Head at Coddenham; it was March 13th 1991 and Roger Clark was hunt-
ing hounds on a balmy day on which one could say with certainty there would be no scent. How wrong—it got better 
and better and hounds seemed to be going as if on rails. At one stage we had a check and Roger dismounted to get in 
a plantation to help hounds; they needed no help and I, who was holding his horse, shouted to him to get on as it 
was clear that racing speed was the order 
of the day. And they went—hounds caught 
their fox after he got on a shed roof. Roger 
gave a pad to a solicitor from Crowfield 
saying something like “We may be a rough 
old lot, but we know how to catch foxes”. 
It was only half past two when we blew for 
home, but the horses had had enough. 

On New Years Day 1992 we had a good 
day from the Gardeners Arms, Little Lon-
don where a fox from Combs wood took 
us on a fast 5 miles to the badger earths at 
Titley Hill—no check at all and all four of 
the family up at the finish. My dairy says: 
“Mrs Bancroft not too chipper to start 
with but mighty chipper later”. 

In the same year at a meet from Gt. Sax-
ham Hall the diary notes “had to admon-
ish wife re her accoutrements—
dissatisfied with bridle, with martingale 
and wearing no spurs nor carrying a 
whip—made no progress”. 

 

Harold Taylor and  Brigadier Gurney  Newton Green  1980 

 Mary and Angus in 1978 



During this time I was riding a little Arab mare bred by the Guinness family, who won Burghley with a 
home bred Anglo Arab called Tamarillo;  my mare, Bindu, carried 21% of her own weight; she annoyed 

my daughter Anna by tending to jump in and 
out of the dressage arenas a bit. A really good 
mare: no fuss, got right behind the work, ate up 
all her food, bottomless; I see that in 1992 she 
went out 6 days in 12. 

Also in 1992 from a meet at kennels “Mr Xxxx drinking port 
from a shampoo bottle but otherwise no scandal at all”.  

The last day of the 1993 season from Hellens Farm, Birch 
was a conspicuous occasion as Lewis Mander in the hound 
van had old ICY out—the first I saw of her was in the posi-
tion of no. 2 after the fox! Then Lewis caught her up and 
returned her to the hound van. Icy had been a terrific 
hound, but was then in semiretirement. What a wonderful 
sight. 

All through the 1990’s we hunted regularly and managed to 
hunt with the foxhounds (both in the East of England and 
on foot with the Ullswater and the Coniston in the Lakes), 
harriers, beagles, minkhounds and stag hounds (with the 
Devon & Somerset and in France with the Boischaut Bas-

Berry). 

  The meet on 16.2.2001 from Manor Farm, Semer stands out as a 
day marked in red; the final fox ran hard and when killed on top 
only seven were up out of a field of thirty. Mary and I had lost 
three shoes between us. On the map we covered 19.2 miles that 
day. 

During the nineties the question of first aid came up as more peo-
ple came to ride with the Essex & Suffolk; I can remember an oc-
casion when an attractive lady side saddle rider fell and was un-
conscious. No one knew what to do until someone said her   cloth-
ing round her neck should be loosened and a senior hunt member 
said “Let one of the young men do it, they would enjoy it more”. 
The lady recovered and shortly afterwards a first aid course was 
arranged! The air ambulance has been most helpful to the hunt 
and we attempt to contribute as much as we can to its cost. I al-
ways prompt my great friend Charles Williamson to get his hand 
deep into his pocket because he has had TWO rides in it. 

One of the later pleasures of hunting with the Essex & Suffolk was 
to be able to wear a red coat by Huntsman of Savile Row; it was 

very kindly given to me by Nell Bloor  of Nettlestead Chase and 
had been worn by her husband Ted for whom it was made; I 
never knew Ted but he must have had exactly the same figure as 
I because it fitted me like a glove. Now it is literally thread bare 
and I keep it carefully. Nell was a fervent hunt supporter until 
her death in her 100th year. I made a point of taking Ted’s coat 
back to see her at meets at her home. 

 Anthony Watson with Angus 

   Bindu in 1992 
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THE MASTERSHIP 

 

We still have the same, alt-
hough yet another year old-
er, six masters running the 
country and I am very 
grateful to the committee 
for accepting our offer to 
hunt the country for next 
season, it is a good team 
which works well and hope-
fully provides the sport that 
you all want. The most im-
portant thing for the long 
term future of the hunt is 
that the Mastership main-
tains the relationship that 
has been build up with 
farmers and landowners 
over the years. 

 

We seem to get more and 
more people out following 
which, whilst fantastic, does 
bring with it problems and 
it becomes ever more im-
portant that we respect the 
land that we are so gener-
ously allowed to hunt. We 
are currently regarded as a 
welcoming pack that people 
want to visit, a reputation 
that I would like to main-
tain. If you see someone out 
you don’t recognise, intro-
duce yourself. 

MASTER’S REPORT 

Probably the most frustrating 
autumn hunting that I have had, 
hounds absolutely fit and ready 
to hunt but no scent, bizarre that 
however hard we tried to find a 
trail in sugar beet I don’t think 
that we were ever successful.    
As soon as we had a bit of rain then 
things changed completely and I 
have had the best season ever, it has 

been fantastic to 
watch hounds working and they 
have produced some really brilliant 
runs which hopefully you have all 
enjoyed. Calves Wood has produced 
two memorable trails in my bit of 
country and I know that the other 
masters have likewise had some 
exceptional runs. 

 

CHANGES AT THE KENNELS 

I am very sad to report that both Joe and Hartley are leaving at the end of 
the season. Hartley has fitted in well and has really learnt the job as the 
season has progressed; I have enjoyed having him as part of the team and 
wish him well in the future. Joe has run the kennels professionally but the 
most important thing to me is that he has created a pack of hounds with 
real drive and energy that have allowed him to show us all some fantastic 
sport. They are both moving on to the Brocklesby who I believe are very 
lucky to have got them. Sam Staniland is going to take over as our hunts-
man, he has been the professional huntsman at the Meynell and South 
Staffs for the last three seasons and before that was professional hunts-

man for the Kilkenny for three seasons. Sam clearly loves his 
hunting and I am looking forward to his arrival. Jessica 
Simpson is joining us as whip, whilst this will be her first job 
in hunt service she does live in the country and has hunted 
with us whenever possible, most importantly from my point 
of view she loves her hunting and wants to learn. The whole 
team at the kennels, professional and amateur, have been 
great and I would like to thank them all for their hard work. 
Yet again a huge thank you to everyone who supports the 
Essex and Suffolk Foxhounds in any way and in particular to 
the farmers without whom there is no sport!  
     James Buckle   
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